
Irresponsible Scientists the Subordinate of Satan ?!!
<what author had seen by concerning them>2015/9/19
At now,what tragedy it is that such they had related with the decision on to live or die

of all the life on this earth !!!..So we have to decide whether praying scientists personality

growing to adult<fact confession with big repentance>or instead by scientists,disclosing
scientific fact by ourselves of engineers and students.

If IPCC climate scientists had previously disclosed the deadly climate change facts,the

world would have drastically changed<substantially global revolution !> to one with hope on

future,however with bitter life.Then there could not be incomplete on what author, not

professional climatologist, accused ( their fake climate science).The fact is too

inconvenient for the regime of now,so they had allowed and ignored our future

destruction. It’s ridicule and entirely upside down.It is quite similar with the word.

Revolution is more terrible than defeating war by Konoe,Japan emperor family at the

world war 2nd time.The scientists might have been trapped by well made psycho plot to be
manipulated so as to conserve the regime of now.As for this serious problem,they should

excuse something justifying them-selves.

Note !!,we have already gotten technical tools to intercept climate hell !!
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf

[１]：Nothing temperature recovering to now state in IPCC projection,
⑴nothing temperature down from top temperature＝Becoming on disastrous world!!
IPCC Temperature Prediction with emission scenarios

http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm

http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html

http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html


2C rise will be a disaster say leading scientists
http://www.climatenewsnetwork.net/2013/12/2c-rise-will-be-a-disaster-say-leading-scientists/

UN's 2C target will fail to avoid a climate disaster, scientists warn
Global warming limit agreed is too late and dangerous as a 1C rise in temperature will

trigger catastrophic events, study says

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/dec/03/un-2c-global-warming-climate-change

⑵Temperature down needs emergent more than 80%CO2 cut,and is also possible.
<this is verifiable by engineer & student>

Validity of the calculation and the verification by past data of global Temperature with
CO2 density<this is verifiable by engineer & student>.
http://www.777true.net/Definition-on-Radiative-Forcing.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principle-verify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Records.pdf

⑶Non carbon energy technology for more than 80%CO2 cut.
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf



[２]：Emergent Necessity of Arctic Cooling <Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk>
<this is verifiable by engineer&student>.
⑴Once we could have intercepted Arctic Methane Catastrophe, there would be no too
late in climate fixing<This must be verified>
http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J23-whispering-too-late-is-insidious-fa

ke-in-mending-climate.pdf

⑵Urgent message form AMEG the UK group warning Arctic Methane Catastrophe
http://ameg.me/index.php/2-ameg/53-urgent-message-to-governments-from-the-arctic-met

hane-emergency-group-ameg

⑶Arctic Methane Monster(IPCC has been substantially neglecting＝allowing extinction !?)

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/09/arctic-methane-monster.html

Substantially Nothing IPCC warning on Arctic Methane Risk,it is this their big lie !
⑷IPCC says abrupt irreversible clathrate methane, ice sheet collapse are unlikely.

http://joannenova.com.au/2013/10/ipcc-says-abrupt-irreversible-clathrate-methane-ice-shee

t-collapse-are-unlikely-or-unknown/

⑸Arctic Cooling by spreading sea water toward insolation cut by cloud making.
Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming
13 November 2008

http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/366/1882/3989.full#sec-7

Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012

http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-17400804

⑹Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,

produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for

modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be

replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is

ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.

＊red characters are by author

Note World military budget＝１.７Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil cost＝２６Ｔ＄/ｙ !!

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/09/arctic-methane-monster.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html


[３]：Global Background of the Ruling
⑴The origin of climate denying is due to the big oil merchant Exxon-Mobil the emperor

Rockefeller.Who has been none,but the global ruler with Bilderberg.
Now Climate change had become his fatal failure !!!.

http://www.777true.net/Emergent-Tasks-at-2015_God-loved-Jew_but-not-German.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-wor

ld-desperate.pdf

⑵The Exxon-Mobil the emperor Rockefeller has been interfering IPCC.
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-fatal-failure-of-IPCC-climatology_Why-is-IPCC-impossible.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Nothing-scientists-declaration-on-deadly-climate-facts-has-been-inte

rcepting-the-salvation.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Ensemble-Synchronized-Paralyzing.pdf

http://www.777true.net/You-never-could-be-saved-by-IPCC_s-temperature-projection_but-e

ntirely-toward-Hell.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Pope-Francis_s-call-to-action-on-climate-change.pdf

⑶Pope Francis’s call to action on climate change.
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclic

a-laudato-si.html

United by the same concern [7-9]

we are also called “to accept the world as a sacrament of communion,

as a way of sharing with God and our neighbours on a global scale.

III. DIALOGUE AND TRANSPARENCY IN DECISION-MAKING

182. An assessment of the environmental impact of business ventures

and projects demands transparent political processes involving a free exchange of views.

On the other hand, the forms of corruption which conceal the actual environmental impact of

a given project in exchange for favours usually produce specious agreements which fail to

inform adequately and to allow for full debate.

＊red character is by suzuki.
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⑷Now it is only Catholic who could disclose IPCC’s injustice !!!.
Vatican has academic org including climate scientists.Maybe by them, such

Encyclical could be written.Influence of the encyclical is decisive also for ideology.

⒜Catholic the biggest religious org of 1.5billion believers indicates the way for surviving
by our repentance,but not the way toward doomsday without repentance.

⒝The Bible had revealed coming doomsday(the Johns revelation),when mankind failed to

repent. So it is fairly certain that many has been thinking of own sin the haughty and brutal
mankind’s sin which has been considered reasonable to invite coming doomsday.

Once retro-speculating on mankind history,it is almost perpetual greedy and ugly struggle

and wars.(Only by religions,mankind barbarianism had been reduced by moral

implementation). This kind of view(ideology)could be allowing mankind extinction by climate

hell.Since 2007 when author started climate criticism,he has been thinking of a possibility of

this ideology.Because many Westerns seems to ignore or allow climate extinction. Then he

noticed invisible,but decisive being of ideology the doomsday coming in West world

⒞Climate hell realization would be defeating also for religion.
Certainly religion-themselves had revealed coming doomsday,however its realization

would be defeating for religion due to failure in mankind repentance.

⒟In authors view,there may be many atheists in scientists society.

However they are entirely wrong !!!.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

Once author himself had been atheist,but above scientific finding had turned him theist.

Such conversion may be very rare.

http://www.777true.net/Liberation-Theology-the-Historical-Validities.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Liberation-Theology-the-Historical-Validities.pdf


⑸Scientists Corruption also in elementary particle and WEAPON PHYSICS.
Scientists may be new nobility class in modern age due to their higher IQ.

Author-himself feels such moods especially mathematics and theoretical physics.

However it is their encountering something social problem that would reveal their actual

personality.For example,completion of elementary particle science is to cause nothing

works for them,but except backlog one.

http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf

Then what position would they take ??.

What author had seen is their declined and corrupted behavior to become criminal by
hiding and deceiving the fact to conserve public status with income.

⒜In USA,There is suspicion of developing pure hydrogen bomb without residual radio

active contamination.These kind of bomb are suspected to be used in the 9/11 of breaking

down of the tower and the 3/11 Tohoku Japan big earthquake with coherent tsunami wave

devastating Fukushima nuclear plant

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pure_fusion_weapon

http://whyfiles.org/167new_nukes/3.html

⒝In underground study in usa,there is problem of earthquake weapon by scalar wave.

http://www.777true.net/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf

Earthquake weapon using by USA is suspected in

Indonesia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Indian_Ocean_earthquake_and_tsunami

China,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_Sichuan_earthquake

Haiti,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Haiti_earthquake

and in Japan(2011/3/11).

Many people had been cruelly killed under crashed buildings.Note those nation are many

colored peoples.
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CHAVEZ AND THE RUSSIAN FLEET: U.S. USED “EARTHQUAKE WEAPON” ON HAITI,
Infowars.com,January 23, 2010

http://www.infowars.com/chavez-and-the-russian-fleet-u-s-used-earthquake-weapon-on-haiti/

................

In 1997, former U.S. Defense Secretary William Cohen made the following statement:

Others [terrorists] are engaging even in an eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the

climate, set off earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic

waves… So there are plenty of ingenious minds out there that are at work finding ways in

which they can wreak terror upon other nations…It’s real, and that’s the reason why we

have to intensify our [counterterrorism] efforts.

Did the U.S. Cause Japan Earthquake via Directed Energy Weapon ~ HAARP?
https://thestarnations.wordpress.com/2011/03/19/did-the-u-s-cause-japan-earthquake-via-di

rected-energy-weapon-haarp/

What you can also see is a constant ULF frequency of 2.5 Hz being recorded by the

magnetometer.The ULF 2.5 Hz frequency is evidence of an induced earthquake.

HAARP Caused Japan Earthquake : Benjamin Fulford

http://www.ufo-blogger.com/2011/03/japan-earthquake-tsunami-haarp.html

⒞HAARP.NET
http://www.haarp.net/

http://www.infowars.com/chavez-and-the-russian-fleet-u-s-used-earthquake-weapon-on-haiti/
https://thestarnations.wordpress.com/2011/03/19/did-the-u-s-cause-japan-earthquake-via-directed-energy-weapon-haarp/
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http://www.ufo-blogger.com/2011/03/japan-earthquake-tsunami-haarp.html
http://www.haarp.net/


APPENDIX:Exact information on HAARP,there may be many fake story ?!.
http://www.777true.net/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf

①The device HAARP itself is ordinal traversal electromagnetic wave transmitter.

□A=-μj.<wave equation radiating traversal wave A by alternate current j >
Those A can interact only with electrical charges(electron and ions) toward
those dynamics(electromagnetic dynamics).In ordinal case,those are alternating
current excited in radiating target(in antenna).

②Most notable phenomena may be so called plasma oscillation in ion sphere.
This is also a kind of alternate current exited by HAARP radiation.

③If plasma oscillation could be charge density ρalternating,it can re-radiate
longitudinal scalar(charge density)wave due to classical electromagnetic theory.

□φ＝-ρ/ε.

Scalar(charge density) wave is alternating electro-static field caused by charges and

never be lectured in school,but too serious in military and energy technology.

Thus ion sphere could be strings of music instrument＝HARP which re-radiate awful

music＝scalar wave toward ground where we live. If the playing is too bad to focus on

an earthquake hypocenter,which can trigger a disastrous earthquake.

The Apocalypse of St John,Chapter 15-2.And I saw as it were sea of glass mingle with

fire,and then that had overcome the beast,and his image,and the number of his name,

standing on the sea of glass,having the harps of God.

http://www.777true.net/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf


④Coulomb Implosion by uni-polar high charge density field<catalyzer effect>
can break chemical bonding<the weapon mechanism of HAARP>
As is well known,stability of matter(chemical bonding) is due to attractive Coulomb
interaction force between electron cloud(e-) and nuclei(Q+).While injecting high density

scalar wave toward spot of chemical bonding field can cause Coulomb Implosion !!!.
It is intercepting interaction force of chemical bonding(field). This can be pseudo force to

destroy earthquake hypocenter to trigger earthquake !!!..
HAARP is not energy explosion weapon,but a chemical catalyzer.This fact could be
easily seen by huge energy of earthquake than atomic bomb.

*uni-polar high charge density field can vanish electrical interaction force.
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/img0010-General-Analysis-on-Room-Temperature-Nuclear-Fusion.pdf

That is,matter in the field becomes ensemble of free particle field(a kind of chaos due to
entire destruction)without chemical bonding the stable order of matter.

⑤Is it really that HAARP can do weather modification ???.

Ordinal weather field is electrically neutral,as for which HAAR can not interact.

Cloud with thunder is certainly charged.This is authors opinion.

⑥HAARP is the strongest political threatening weapon toward nations who could be

against USA.For an example,a former Japan financial minister once confessed HAARP

threatening as for a his policy implementation.Conversion from public to private

management on so called 3 Trillion yen fund of Yucho money was caused by the

threatening.

http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2011/03/did-us-nukes-trigger-japan-quake-update-512

434.html

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/haarp/esp_HAARP_43.htm

⑦HAARP is the strongest political threatening weapon-2.
It is necessary to constrain Japan energy sector for long years in order not to be

against USA. This is amazing article of magazine Zaikai tenbou(2002/11) which had

predicted a CIA conspiracy concerning 2011/3/11 HAARP attack on Fukushima nuclear
plant.

http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf
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「日本の電力事業政策を操る CIA 対日工作の全貌」 2012/5/14 読者より

http://benjaminfulford.typepad.com/benjaminfulford/2012/05/%E8%AA%AD%E8%80%85%E3%82%88

%E3%82%8A.html

月刊誌「財界展望」2002年11月号に看過できない記事が載った。その記事とは「日本の電力事業政策を操る CIA 対

日工作の全貌」である。ところで、CIA（米国中央諜報局）はロックフェラー財閥（米国石油資本）の別働隊といううわさもあ

る。

なぜなら、ロックフェラー財団は CIA に多額の寄付金を拠出しているからだ。本記事によると、CIA の日本エネルギー事情

の調査レポート（2000年2月）には以下のような提言がなされているそうである。「日本の国力をこれ以上強大化させず、か

つ将来に渡って反米化させないようにするためには、長期間に渡りエネルギーセクターで、日本に手錠をかけるかのように封じ

こめておく必要がある。日本の原子力発電は既に電源の3割 以上を占めている。そこで、日本の原子力技術を支配する

東京電力のパワーを削いでおくのが効果的である。東電は日本一の資産企業で、経済界、財界をリード する有力企業

である。また、国民からの信頼も厚い。日本の核武装化を阻止するには、東電の信用を失墜させ、凋落させることにより原

子力発電技術開発を大幅 に遅らせる必要がある。

⑧HAARP must be globally sued to UN security committee !!!.
It is very curious that many had known the deadly HAARP fact,while none will accuse in

global public.It is quite similar with climate crisis, as for which many had known the deadly

fact,while none will act .It is insensitive for big injustice,which was experimented and
developed in the 9/11 by CIA-special military troop in USA. .

❶Person responsible for political lawsuit on HAARP is rather ignorant on the scientifical

mechanism of HAARP.

❷Engineer and scientist could understand the mechanism,however also most of

them are now not sufficient expert to lawsuit on HAARP. Author call for them to examine

and verify what author have revealed on HAARP.Government must support the action.

❸Thereby,both must be meet to establish emergent agreement for lawsuit on HAARP.
It is evident war criminals against humanity.

http://benjaminfulford.typepad.com/benjaminfulford/2012/05/%E8%AA%AD%E8%80%85%E3%82%88%E3%82%8A.html
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Postscript on HAARP:
If author could get full design principle of HAARP,he could make HAARP,but not at now!.

To tell from very beginning,,where is exact target position of earthquake hypocenter ?.
If we could see it,the method could be earthquake prediction-itself.A possibility is charge

density radiation from hypo center,which could be detected and searched by charge
sensitive antenna network.HARRP is a kind of radar and has scanning ability toward

target region about which have already been known.Another notable method is 2.5Hz of
global resonance frequency at target spot by stimulating opposit position.


